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 Heist themes 

 

 Scams:    A Big Hand for the Little Lady (1966) 

 

 Cheating:  a lot of Westerns 

 

 Illegal gambling and crime:    Angels Over Broadway 
(1940)    Casino  (1998) 



 Saving the gambler from ruin:   77 Park Lane (1931) 
 

 Lifestyle:   Adam and Evelyne (1949);  Atlantic City (1980) 
 

 Gambling as a life metaphor (deadly sins; can't beat death) 
 

 Subtle racism:  (Bugs Bunny, All This and Rabbit Stew and Angel 
Puss,  two of the Censored Eleven) 
 

 Cultural factors:  Always Be the Winners; A Throw of Dice  
 

 Professional gambling: The Big Town (1987); The Cincinnati Kid 
  (1965) 



A Toss of Dice:  Inspired by the ancient Sanskrit poem “The 
Mahabharata” this silent 1929 epic follows the two royal 
cousins, King Sohan and King Ranjit, who share a passion for 
gambling – and the winsome young Sunita (from Netflix) 

 

Bingo:  Seattle International Film Festival award winning 
director John Jeffcoat’s 2005 documentary on world wide 
bingo 

 

Owning Mahowny:  Starring Academy Award Best Actor 
Philip Seymour Hoffmann 



 Caylee So and Paulina 

 

 Mike Weeks and Drawing Dead 

 

 Bill Hofmann writer and film scholar 

 

 Inspiration from many film buffs and James Lipton 



 Awesome 

 Loved it 

 Great idea/job  

 I can totally relate  

 Excellent 

 Powerful 

 Very informative 

 How can we get a copy? 

 



 Curious about the cost? 

 Who was this meant to touch? 

 How did you find the actors? 

 Where did you get the idea? 

 What was your message/objective you wished to 
convey? 

 What is the answer or is this a "precontemplative" 
movie? 

 Did she ever stop gambling? 



 Are you an addict? 

 What made you decide to make the movie? 

 What was most difficult? 

 What did Gore Vidal do? 

 Who wrote it? 

 Did you confirm that Dusty actually made 
$40K/month after leaving golf? 

 How was it funded? 

 What does "drawing dead" mean? 


